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Star Wars Extraordinary Droids
The definitive guide to the LEGO® Star WarsTM universe, showcasing the
vast collection of LEGO Star Wars sets and minifigures released over
the last 20 years. This is a complete, unrivaled encyclopedia of the
LEGO Star Wars theme. Fans will have an all-encompassing companion to
the LEGO Star Wars cultural phenomenon. Produced in large format and
featuring beautiful imagery, this is an indispensable guide for young
fans and a stunning reference work for adults. With behind-the-scenes
material, it tells the complete story of LEGO Star Wars, from the
earliest concepts in the late 1990s to the creation of the most recent
sets for The Force AwakensTM and Rogue OneTM. Created with the LEGO
Star Wars team. LEGO, the LEGO logo, the Brick and Knob configurations
and the Minifigure are trademarks of the LEGO Group. © 2017 The LEGO
Group. Produced by Dorling Kindersley under license from the LEGO
Group. © & TM 2017 Lucasfilm Ltd.

Star Wars Year by Year
Go beyond Star WarsTM The Rise of Skywalker with this definitive guide
to the final chapter of the Skywalker saga, produced in close
collaboration with Lucasfilm. Written by Star WarsTM insider Pablo
Hidalgo, this 200-page book is packed with more than 600 images, five
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stunning original cross-section artworks, and behind-the-scenes
photography in this must-have companion. Uncover the inner workings of
the treadable and the secrets of Rey's Jedi library. Discover the Sith
fortress world of Exegol and the treasures of droidsmith Babu Frik.
Examine the brutal weaponry of the Knights of Ren and the ingenious
garb of the Orbak riders. Meet the most notorious criminals of Kijimi
and the sociable Aki-Aki on Pasaana. Study the intricate reforging of
Kylo Ren's helmet and the menacing armor of the Sith troopers. With a
foreword by Episode 9 writer, Chris Terrio, Star WarsTM The Rise of
Skywalker: The Visual Dictionary is the perfect gift for Star Wars
fans of all ages. © & TM 2020 LUCASFILM LTD.

Star Wars: Women of the Galaxy
Encourage kids to live out loud and be their truest selves with this
picture book from host of So You Think You Can Dance and mom Cat
Deeley. Dream big, as big as the night sky full of stars. When you
discover the things you love, you’ll find true joy. Journey through a
magical world, filled with a colorful cast of animals, where readers
have endless opportunities to be themselves and find freedom in
expression. They will delight in the silly humor and undeniable spirit
of this rhythmic picture book—and take to heart the message that they
are enough exactly as they are! Cat Deeley’s debut is the perfect gift
for baby showers, birthday parties, and moving-up ceremonies. Its cozy
illustrations also make it an ideal bedtime book that you can read to
your little one.

Star Wars Lightsabers
Read about and build the fastest ship in the galaxy with this out-ofthis-world kit! Join Han and Chewbacca aboard the fastest bucket of
bolts in the galaxy. Packed with amazing puzzles and a Millennium
Falcon of your own to build, there are hours of Star Wars fun to be
had. Work out complete mazes, code words, and puzzles in the uniquely
illustrated, full-color activity book. Then press out the pieces to
create your very own mini Millennium Falcon model, perfect for recreating famous scenes from the Star Wars saga. The model is made from
a sturdy foam core. Press out the pieces to build the Millennium
Falcon—with no glue required!

Star Wars: Book of Lists
Star Wars Complete Visual Dictionary, Updated Edition
Meet more than 200 minifigures from the LEGO® Star Wars(tm) Galaxy!
Discover heroes, villains, aliens, and droids in this fully updated
character encyclopedia. Find out fascinating facts about all your
favorite LEGO® Star Wars(tm) minifigures-including rare and exclusive
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releases. A galaxy of minfigures awaits you! ©2020 The LEGO Group.

Star Wars Droidography
Not as clumsy as a blaster; an elegant weapon, for a more civilized
age—lightsabers are the agents of the Force, the chosen weapon of both
the Jedi and the Sith. This new and updated version of Star Wars
Lightsabers: A Guide to Weapons of the Force explores these powerful
weapons from tip to hilt, diving into the stories that surround them
and showcasing some of the most fascinating examples. Study the
galaxy’s most notable lightsabers and the masters who wielded them,
from Yoda and Obi-Wan Kenobi, to Rey and Kylo Ren. Every featured
lightsaber includes a close-up of its one-of-a-kind hilt, a photo of
the Jedi or Sith master in action. Each page is filled with detailed
statistics, fascinating insights, and little-known facts. Along with
stories and details, this updated version of Star Wars Lightsabers
features key foldout pages that let you get even closer and a pull-out
poster featuring notable lightsaber hilts. From the most famous
lightsabers to the most notable lightsabers duels in galactic history,
this otherworldly volume captures it all.

Star Wars Rebels - The Visual Guide
Star Wars: The Book of Lists takes a fascinating look at the galaxy
far, far away through trivia culled from both on-screen and off over
the history of the franchise. More than a simple accounting of fanfavorite characters or biggest opening weekends, this book is a
compendium of the most compelling facts about the saga and fandom
summarized in 100 lists. Find out these fun facts and more with
comprehensive lists covering everything you'd want to know about the
characters, creatures, ships, planets, and more: Which character has
been to the most planets? What are the deadliest creatures in the
galaxy? Who shared the most memorable kisses? Which actors have voiced
the most characters? What are some of the most surprising cameos?
Compiling a galaxy's worth of trivia and information about the Star
Wars Universe, Star Wars: The Book of Lists is an entertainingly
accessible trivia format for both hardcore fans and casual viewers.

Star Wars Classic
2020 IBPA Awards Winner! Discover the world of Star Wars’ Jedi through
this fun and fully interactive reading experience. Join Jedi Master
Luke Skywalker on a fully interactive journey into the world of the
Jedi. Discover the storied history of this noble order of
peacekeepers; explore the secrets of the Force; study the art of
mastering the lightsaber; and learn about the lives of some of the
most revered Jedi of all time, including Yoda, Obi-Wan Kenobi, and
Anakin Skywalker. Featuring amazing original illustrations and unique
special features—including a pop-up holocron, a translator card, a
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Jedi equipment booklet, pullouts, and more—this book is the ultimate
exploration of the Jedi and their incredible impact on the galaxy.

Star Wars The Rise of Skywalker The Visual Dictionary
Feist has seized the castle, murdering those that stood against
himÑall while preparing to force a marriage on Lady Cathryn. The
battle for control of the castle is ending, but the last siege of the
long war is only just about to beginÉ and few will survive.

The Last Siege #8
Learn all about over 200 of your favourite Star Wars vehicles, from
the A-wing to the Y-wing. Want to know how the Millennium Falcon made
the Kessel Run in such a short distance? Don't know your X-wing from
your Y-wing? Not sure what type of craft Slave I is? Look no further
than the Star Wars Encyclopedia of Starfighters and Other Vehicles.
From the swamps of Kashyyyk to the deserts of Jakku, from inner-city
Coruscant to the vastness of hyperspace, Star Wars Encyclopedia of
Starfighters and Other Vehicles will show you the right craft for the
job. Covering vehicles from across every Star Wars movie, as well as
Star Wars: The Clone Wars and Star Wars: Rebels. This handy guide is
full of fun facts and intriguing information, guaranteed to enthral
fans for hours on end. © & TM 2018 LUCASFILM LTD. Used Under
Authorization.

The Joy in You
New series from DK designed to help kids learn how to read and learn
to love reading Star WarsTM What Makes a Monster? is a 'Reading Alone'
reader, perfect for children who are proficient readers, developing
the habit of reading widely for both pleasure and information. DK
Reads proves that good reads build great readers. From the huge wamp
ice-creature on Hoth to Jabba's slobbering pet rancor, the galaxy is
full of weird and wonderful monsters. Learn about the fast-moving
acklay, a fierce predator from Vendaxa, used to terrorize condemned
prisoners in the Arena and read all about dianogas, the garbage squids
that have seven muscular tentacles. With interactive aspects such as a
diary entry from a day in the life of a Genosian picador, a survival
guide to protecting a Jedi from a land beast, infographics, and more.
Star WarsTM What Makes a Monster? is part of the new DK Reads series,
a three-level reading scheme that helps children become confident
readers, featuring engaging and illustrated topics. DK Reads is
created in consultation with literacy experts and adheres to leveled
reading scheme guidelines so the grammar, vocabulary, and content are
spot on for each stage. Now available with text that lights up as you
read along and playful images and sounds.

Star Wars: From Concept to Screen to Collectible
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The galaxy is full of so many amazing heroes, villains, droids, aliens
and creatures, it can be hard to keep them all straight! Thankfully,
this delightful character storybook with simple text and illustrations
guides readers through Episodes I-VIII by introducing all of the key
players along the way.

Star Wars The Clone Wars Character Encyclopedia
This comprehensive visual dictionary is the perfect Star Wars(TM) book
for getting to know the galaxy far, far away. Packed with more than
1,500 stunning images, it showcases major and minor characters (such
as Princess Leia and Luke Skywalker), creatures, vehicles, weapons,
props, and items of tech in unparalleled detail. Beautiful photography
and engaging text written by Star Wars experts examines the finer
points of Padmé Amidala's costumes, displays Boba Fett's array of
weaponry, studies Darth Vader's armor, and reveals the lesser-known
background stories to many of the characters. Find out who Poe
Dameron's idol is, discover the tech behind BB-8's rolling motion, and
much, much more! Fully updated to include the latest installments of
the Skywalker saga--Star Wars The Force Awakens and Star Wars The Last
Jedi--this invaluable reference guide incorporates all the latest
stories and characters. The definitive companion to the Star Wars
movies, Star Wars The Complete Visual Dictionary is a must-buy for the
beginner and the die-hard Star Wars fan alike. © & TM 2018 LUCASFILM
LTD. Used Under Authorization.

Star Wars: The Secrets of the Jedi
This comprehensive guide to the Star Wars series of films follows on
from the re-release of the first three films. Everything from the
smugglers' spaceport on Abregado-Rae and technical explanations of the
Millennium Falcon's acceleration compensator is covered.

World of Dragons
Learn everything there is to know about every dragon species in this
gorgeous, deluxe picture book based on the DreamWorks Animation movie
How to Train Your Dragon: The Hidden World! How to Train Your Dragon:
The Hidden World flies into theaters on February 22, 2019! There’s a
land beyond the edge of the world—a hidden land—where all the species
of dragons live peacefully among one another. In this stunning picture
book, DreamWorks Dragons fans will get an in-depth look at the dragons
that call this Hidden World home. With facts about each species, like
their temperament, size, special powers, and beautiful renderings of
each, this book is the perfect addition to every fan’s library. How to
Train Your Dragon: The Hidden World © 2019 DreamWorks Animation LLC.
All Rights Reserved.

Lego Star Wars Character Encyclopedia New Edition (Library
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Edition)
Explore the epic Star Wars saga through incredible cross-sections More
than 100 magnificent cross-section artworks bring the vehicles of Star
Wars to life. New cross-sections, amazing detail, and comprehensive
text make this the ultimate reference to the craft of a galaxy far,
far away. SEE - Poe Dameron's X-wing in action - The terrifying power
of Darth Vader's TIE Advanced x1 - Obi-Wan Kenobi's fast and agile
Jedi starfighter DISCOVER - The inner workings of Rey's speeder - The
advanced technology of the Rebel Alliance's U-wing - The devastating
weaponry of the Death Star EXPLORE - The famous corridors of the
Millennium Falcon - The brutal design of the Knights of Ren's Night
Buzzard - The mighty and fearsome Final Order Star Destroyer © & TM
2020 Lucasfilm Ltd

Star WarsTM Encyclopedia of Starfighters and Other Vehicles
Star Wars Encyclopedia of Starfighters and Other Vehicles
Meet more than 350 incredible clones and droids from Star Wars: The
Clone Wars. What is Clone Force 99? Who inducted Ahsoka Tano into the
Jedi Order? Where does General Grievous keep a secret lair? Why does
Captain Rex mutiny against his Jedi General on Umbara? Have to know
the answers to these questions? Look no further than Star Wars: The
Clone Wars: Character Encyclopedia - Join the Battle! Written by Star
Wars expert Jason Fry, this illustrated encyclopedia features more
than 350 incredible characters and teams, including Anakin Skywalker,
Maul, Bo-Katan Kryze, and Clone Force 99. Perfect for fans of all
ages, Star Wars: The Clone Wars: Character Encyclopedia - Join the
Battle! will enthrall readers for hours on end. © & TM 2020 Lucasfilm
Ltd.

Star Wars: Ships of the Galaxy
Packed with full-color stickers, this book provides a bounty of
imaginative play for young "Star Wars" fans. Full color.

Star Wars Complete Visual Dictionary
This title will teach kids what patterns they can find in the city.
Text and images complement each other so that readers can easily learn
what patterns are and how to recognize them on city street, buildings,
and more! Abdo Kids Junior is an imprint of Abdo Kids, a division of
ABDO.

Star Wars Alien Archive
Painstakingly produced, superbly illustrated, Star Wars(tm) Year By
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Year: A Visual History, Updated Edition presents a unique Star Wars
timeline--the full history of the amazing Star Wars phenomenon as
you've never seen it before. This updated edition includes a whole new
chapter covering Star Wars: The Force Awakens(tm) as well as the
ongoing animated TV series Star Wars Rebels(tm) and new Star Warsthemed lands coming to Walt Disney World Florida and Disneyland
California. Produced in full collaboration with Lucasfilm and written
by renowned Star Wars experts, Star Wars Year By Year: A Visual
History, Updated Edition provides a unique timeline of every facet of
Star Wars history, as well as the saga's impact on popular culture and
world events. © & TM 2016 LUCASFILM LTD. Used Under Authorization.

Star Wars Character Encyclopedia
An action-packed guide to the Star Wars RebelsT series introducing
exciting new Star Wars adventures Take a journey through the universe
of Star Wars Rebels with Star Wars RebelsT: The Visual Guide.Star Wars
Rebels is set between the events of Star Wars: Episode III and IV
involving all the galactic escapades, interesting vehicles and fun
characters creating Star Wars adventures that fans have come to
expect. This guide is packed with episodes from the series, in-depth
character profiles and annotated vehicle art, telling you everything
you want to know about the Star Wars Rebels universe. Star Wars
RebelsT: The Visual Guide is a perfect companion to the new Star Wars
Rebels animated television series and a must-have for any fan of the
Star Wars movies.

The Moviemaking Magic of Star Wars: Ships and Battles
The definitive guide to the vehicles from a galaxy far, far away Learn
all about your favorite Star WarsTM vehicles, from the A-wing to the Ywing. Don't know your X-wing from your Y-wing? Not sure what type of
craft Slave I is? Look no further than the Star Wars Encyclopedia of
Starfighters and Other Vehicles. From the swamps of Kashyyyk to the
deserts of Jakku, from inner-city Coruscant to the vastness of
hyperspace, this new Star Wars book will show you the right craft for
the job. This handy guide is full of fun facts and intriguing
information, guaranteed to enthrall fans for hours on end. This
encyclopedia features more than 200 weird and wonderful vehicles from
the world of Star Wars, including ships and vehicles from the entire
saga of movies as well as the television series Star Wars: The Clone
WarsTM and Star Wars: RebelsTM. One vehicle is explored in detail on
each page, so there's something new even for die-hard fans. All the
technology behind the vehicles such as repulsorlift craft and
hyperspeed is fully explored. © & TM 2017 LUCASFILM LTD. Used Under
Authorization.

Star Wars Encyclopedia
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The Magical Unicorn Society has released from its top-secret case
files an entire book full of tales of unicorn encounters from
throughout world history. From the story of the 17th century sailors
rescued from pirates by Water Moon unicorns, to the mystery about the
girls who believed they'd discovered a Woodland Flower unicorn in
modern-day Central Park, this book shares some of the most amazing
stories of humanity's experiences alongside these magical creatures.
Brought to life by vivid and enchanting artwork throughout, A Brief
History of Unicorns is an essential companion to The Magical Unicorn
Society Official Handbook. A truly magical must-have for unicorn
enthusiasts of all ages!

Star Wars Who's Who in the Galaxy (A Character Storybook)
The three films of the Star Wars sagaStar Wars, The Empire Strikes
Back, and the Return of the Jedirank among the most popular of the
modern era, with ticket and merchandise sales in excess of three
billion dollars. Today, collecting Star Wars memorabilia has become
one of the hottest hobbies around. The first illustrated Star Wars
book to feature the multitude of merchandising spin-offs generated by
the filmand the only one that traces the transformation of the movie's
fabulous characters, creatures, and vehicles from original concepts
and prototypes into toys, clothing, and dozens of other objectsthis
spectacular volume is a veritable Star Wars fan's bible. A complete
overview of a modern marketing extravaganza, featuring more than 150
full-color images of collectible items, the book takes readers behind
the scenes and includes many never-before-published sketches and
photographs from the Lucasfilm and Kenner toy archives. A lively text
featuring recent interviews with George Lucas, among others connected
with the film, completes this intriguing and fascinating glimpse into
one of popular culture's most engaging phenomena.

Star Wars
Provides detailed information about the six "Star Wars" films,
discussing characters, plotlines, visual effects, merchandise, and
video games.

Ultimate LEGO Star Wars
Presents detailed labeled drawings, with background text, of the
various vehicles in the Star Wars movies.

The Magical Unicorn Society: A Brief History of Unicorns
The updated edition of this bestseller with fascinating facts and fun
trivia from everyone's favorite galaxy far, far away! Star Wars(tm):
Absolutely Everything You Need to Know is now updated and expanded
with brand-new weird and wonderful Star Wars trivia, strange-but-true
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facts, and fascinating "Did you know?" Q&As. Find out who cleans the
floors of the Death Star and what takes 1,000 years to digest its
victims! From movie-making trivia to quirky data you never knew, this
book will excite new and old fans alike of the latest Star Wars
movies, Star Wars Rebels(tm), and Star Wars: The Clone Wars(tm). � &
TM 2017 LUCASFILM LTD.

Aerospace power in the twenty-first century a basic primer
Discover the essential details of the best-loved ships from the Star
Wars universe in this ultra-cool book that features a giant foldout
with new ships from Star Wars: The Force Awakens! From the Jedi
starfighters to the one and only Millennium Falcon and more, learn all
about the best and fastest ships in the Star Wars galaxy. Each page of
this clever book uncovers amazing info and little-known facts about
your favorite Star Wars ships. Open up the pages of the foldout to
reveal even more Star Wars spacecraft!

Star Wars Build Your Own: Millennium Falcon
Updated and expanded with amazing new material including characters
from Star Wars(tm): The Force Awakens! Star Wars Character
Encyclopedia: Updated and Expanded, the definitive guide to the
people, aliens, and droids of the Star Wars galaxy, is back, bigger
and better than ever before, and packed with new Star Wars characters!
Want to know how tall Darth Vader is? Or where the ferocious Nexu
comes from? Look no further than the Star Wars Character Encyclopedia:
Updated and Expanded. With more than 200 profiles on heroes, villains,
and more, this handy guide is full of fun facts and intriguing
information guaranteed to enthrall fans for hours on end. © & TM 2016
LUCASFILM LTD. Used Under Authorization.

Star Wars
Patterns in the City
Go behind the scenes on the Journey to The Rise of Skywalker in this
interactive book to see how favorite vehicles--from the Millennium
Falcon to Imperial AT-ATs--were created and used in legendary scenes
like the Battles of Endor and Hoth Go behind the scenes of the biggest
movie franchise of all time in this immersive and interactive book to
see how the most iconic vehicles in the galaxy--from the Millennium
Falcon to X-Wings and TIE fighters to AT-ATs and the Death Star--were
created and used in the films of the Star Wars saga. This collectible
book includes special interactive elements, including six-page
booklets, accordion folds, and flaps that reveal the magic behind the
movies with concept sketches, molds, digital imagery and more! Plus,
get a sneak peak at some of the vehicles from Star Wars: The Rise of
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Skywalker!

The Last Siege #4 (Of 8)
Packed with more than 50 full-color, intricate cross-section artwork
and 3-D maps, Star Wars(tm): Complete Locations is an amazing visual
guide into the incredible worlds and locations of a galaxy far, far
away. From the towering skyscrapers of Coruscant to the terrifying
technology of the Death Star, see in astonishing detail the numerous
worlds, bases, cities, landscapes, and battles from the Star Wars
galaxy. Discover the secrets of the Jedi Temple Complex and tour
Yoda's House on Dagobah. With brand-new cross-section artwork and
sneak peek behind-the-scenes pages showing how the amazing artworks
are crafted, Star Wars: Complete Locations is the definitive onevolume collection that takes you inside the world of the Star Wars
saga. © & TM 2016 LUCASFILM LTD. Used Under Authorization.

The Complete Star Wars Encyclopedia: P-Z
This comprehensive visual dictionary is the perfect Star Warsbook for
getting to know the galaxy far, far away. Packed with more than 1,500
stunning images, it showcases major and minor characters including
Princess Leia and Luke Skywalker, creatures, vehicles, weapons, props,
and items of tech in unparalleled detail. Beautiful photography and
engaging text written by Star Warsexperts examines the finer points of
PadmU Amidala's costumes, displays Boba Fett's array of weaponry,
studies Darth Vader's armor, and reveals the lesser-known background
stories to many of the characters. Find out who Poe Dameron's idol is,
discover the tech behind BB-8's rolling motion, and much, much more!
Fully updated to include the latest installments of the Skywalker saga
- Star Wars The Force AwakensandStar Wars The Last Jedi - this
invaluable reference guide incorporates all the latest stories and
characters. The definitive companion to the Star Wars movies, Star
Wars The Complete Visual Dictionaryis a must-buy for the beginner and
the die-hard Star Warsfan alike. & TM 2018 LUCASFILM LTD.

Star Wars the Ultimate Visual Guide
Wookiees, wampas and Weequays; Biths, banthas and bogwings; porgs,
puffer pigs and Pau'ans; this is the ultimate species guide for Star
Wars fans aged 7 to 70! This comprehensive collection will tell you
all you need to know about the aliens of the galaxy. Deep in the
stacks of the Graf Archive, an old traveller's journal has been
discovered and restored for public viewing. A long time ago this
unknown traveller documented his stories about the many creatures
found in each destination he explored, and includes famous movie
locations such as the Mos Eisley cantina on Tatooine, Maz's Castle and
the holy city of Jedha. The archivist restored this journal and added
facts and stats about the cultures, legends and famous members of over
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200 species, including famous characters such as Chewbacca, Ahsoka,
Wicket and many more. Alien Archive is beautifully illustrated with
full colour artworks, sketches and diagrams by Tim McDonagh,
illustrator of Star Wars Galactic Atlas 9781405279987.

Star Wars Complete Vehicles New Edition
The definitive guide to the vehicles from a galaxy far, far away Learn
all about your favorite Star Wars(TM) vehicles, from the A-wing to the
Y-wing. Don't know your X-wing from your Y-wing? Not sure what type of
craft Slave I is? Look no further than the Star Wars Encyclopedia of
Starfighters and Other Vehicles. From the swamps of Kashyyyk to the
deserts of Jakku, from inner-city Coruscant to the vastness of
hyperspace, this new Star Wars book will show you the right craft for
the job. This handy guide is full of fun facts and intriguing
information, guaranteed to enthrall fans for hours on end. This
encyclopedia features more than 200 weird and wonderful vehicles from
the world of Star Wars, including ships and vehicles from the entire
saga of movies as well as the television series Star Wars: The Clone
Wars and Star Wars: Rebels. One vehicle is explored in detail on each
page, so there's something new even for die-hard fans. All the
technology behind the vehicles such as repulsorlift craft and
hyperspeed is fully explored. © & TM 2017 LUCASFILM LTD. Used Under
Authorization.

Star Wars: Absolutely Everything You Need to Know, Updated
and Expanded
Updated for the first time in a decade, a deluxe, three-volume
encyclopedia covers the entire Star Wars universe, including
everything having to do with the six films, radio dramas, books,
comics, video games, and more, with information on the characters,
production, special effects, chronology, and the like, all enhanced
with full-color illustrations.

Star Wars What Makes A Monster?
They are heroes and villains, Sith and Jedi, senators and scoundrels,
mothers, mercenaries, artists, pilots. . . . The women of the Star
Wars galaxy drive its stories and saga forward at every level. This
beautifully illustrated, fully authorized book profiles 75 fascinating
female characters from across films, fiction, comics, animation, and
games. Featuring Leia Organa, Rey, Ahsoka Tano, Iden Versio, Jyn Erso,
Rose Tico, Maz Kanata, and many more, each character is explored
through key story beats, fresh insights, and behind-the-scenes details
by author Amy Ratcliffe. Also showcasing more than 100 all-new
illustrations by a dynamic range of female and non-binary artists,
here is an inspiring celebration of the characters that help create a
galaxy far, far away. • INCLUDING CHARACTERS FROM SOLO: A STAR WARS
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STORY AND STAR WARS: RESISTANCE •INCLUDES CHARACTERS VISUALIZED HERE
FOR THE FIRST TIME Amy Ratcliffe is the managing editor of Nerdist and
a contributor to StarWars.com, and has written for outlets such as
Star Wars Insider and IGN. She's a host at Star Wars Celebration and
cohosts the Lattes with Leia podcast. When she's not visiting a galaxy
far, far away, she lives in Los Angeles, California. Contributing
artists: • Alice X. Zhang • Amy Beth Christenson • Annie Stoll • Annie
Wu • Christina Chung • Cryssy Cheung • Eli Baumgartner • Elsa
Charretier • Geneva Bowers • Jennifer Aberin Johnson • Jen Bartel •
Jenny Parks • Karen Hallion • Little Corvus • Sara Alfageeh • Sara
Kipin • Sarah Wilkinson • Viv Tanner © & TM LUCASFILM LTD. Used Under
Authorization.

Star Wars: Complete Locations
Fire, blood, and death. That is all that awaits the king and his
soldiers as they breach the walls of the castle. The end of the battle
is finally here, and as the dawn breaks, the Stranger must choose
between revenge and redemption.
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